Theoretical and experimental measures of DNA helix stability and their relation to sequence specific repair of O6-ethylguanine lesions.
Recent work (Breslauer et al. (1986) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. (U.S.A.), 83, 3746) has provided a method for calculating empirical thermodynamic quantities for helix to coil transitions from the base sequence of any oligomer. It is shown in this work that the DNA helix binding energy, calculated with the AMBER force field, for 9-mers of the type 5'-GGGXGeYGGG-3', where X and Y are any base and the central Ge is O6-ethylguanine, correlates well with the empirical delta G for helix to strand transitions. The mutation spectrum of ethane methylsulfonate (EMS) in the lacI gene of Escherichia coli can be modeled using the calculated local binding energy but the empirical free energies, enthalpies and melting temperatures predict these levels of repair less well. The relation of the binding energy to the mutation spectrum can be somewhat improved by including entropic effects in a theoretical free energy of binding as given by delta G theoretical identical to delta E binding - T delta S.